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Schuitemaker Machines BV was established in 1919 as a manufacturer of 
machines for the agricultural and industrial sectors. Thanks to many years of 
experience, Schuitemaker has obtained a prominent position in both sectors. 
Over the years Schuitemaker has managed to maintain its position by listening 
to the needs of its customers and by carefully following the latest technological 
developments. The strength of the machines and other products is their 
simplicity in particular. Comfort, service, safety and durability for the user are 
the main pillars of the Company’s success.

For the agricultural sector, Schuitemaker specialised in the following market 
segments:
• Forage production
• Feeding
• Manure (solid and liquid manure processing)

For the industrial sector Schuitemaker is specialised, among other things, 
in coldrolled sections, transport and tipping trailers, sand dumpers, volume 
dumpers and compost spreaders. In addition, Schuitemaker is the importer 
and distributor of Epoke winter machines for the Netherlands.
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TANKWAGONS & UNIVERSAL SPREADERS

Vision Schuitemaker: The mineral cycle is the starting point for 
efficient and durable agricultural entrepreneurship.

Trouble-free manuring
Schuitemaker have many years of experience building manure spreaders. The SMS manure spreader 
was launched in 1950; Schuitemaker obtained the patent for this machine in five countries. This led to 
the healthy growth of the company, with the mantra that looking after customers has the highest priority. 
Every development is measured against the basic principles: reliability, quality and ease of operation. 
Schuitemaker continue the process of innovation for their customers, but with full consideration for 
legislation on issues relating to processing manure. It is essential to keep up-to-date with all machines. The 
modern dairy farmer and contractor can be assured that Schuitemaker follow the rules and regulations 
every step of the way. Customer requirements are also considered in the developments. For instance, they 
aim to produce a machine that is up-to-date and meets the customer requirements. In this brochure we 
have put together the machines that are used as tanks and universal spreaders.



MODELS
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                                                    T ype Robusta                                  Type Perfekta

  100 120 155 130 160 145 165 185 205 225 260 275 340 100  120  190

Type of tank   Pump Pump  Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum

Capacity, ca.     liter 10.000 12.000 15.500 13.000 16.000 14.330 15.990 18.560 20.500 22.750 26.000 27.470 34.000 10.000 12.000 19.000

Finishing  Galvanised Galvanised Galvanised Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Galvanised  Galvanised Galvanised

Dimensions* cm 615x270x340 615x270x360 800x300x330 663x298x354 663x298x380 733x280x334 733x280x344 778x280x344 778x280x354 778x280x364 835x280x382 918x290x364 995x280x382 615x270x340 615x270x360 800x300x372

Tank diameter  cm 180 200 190 190 210 190 200 200 210 220 230 220 230 180 200 210

Track width  cm 190 190 225 190-350 190-350 205 205 215 215 215 220 215 220 190 190 225

Wheel base  cm - - 194 - - 205 205 218 218 218 160 205 160 - - 194

PTO speed  t/min 540 540 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 540 540 540

Integrated   
chassis  Yes Yes Yes - - - - - - - - - - Yes Yes Yes

Tyres   800/60 R32 800/60 R32 750/60 R30,5 1050/50 R32 1050/50 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 24x20.5 XS 750/60 R30,5 24x20.5 XS 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 750/60 R30,5

Type axle   Single axle Single axle Tandem Single axle Single axle Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t 3-axle 40t 3-axle 40t 4-axle 48t Single axle Single axle  Tandem

Vario-Track axle  - - - Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional - - - - - -

   
Tanks

    SMS 50 SMS 70 Calypso 80 Calypso 110E Calypso 110T Calypso 180

Loading capacity kg 5.000 7.000 8.000 11.000 11.000 18.000

Dimensions* cm 564x210x213 614x230x214 641x231x322 674x231x322 641x231x330 862x270x356

Body dimensions* cm 400x180x80 440x200x80 375x200x105 435x200x105 435x200x105 575x220x110

No. of distribution rollers  2 2 2 2 2 2

Type axle  Single axle Single axle Single axle 10t Single axle 15t Tandem 18t Tandem 24t

Bottom plate  Wood Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel

Track width mm 1650 1700 1800 1800 1710 2100

universal spreaders
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                                                    T ype Robusta                                  Type Perfekta

  100 120 155 130 160 145 165 185 205 225 260 275 340 100  120  190

Type of tank   Pump Pump  Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum

Capacity, ca.     liter 10.000 12.000 15.500 13.000 16.000 14.330 15.990 18.560 20.500 22.750 26.000 27.470 34.000 10.000 12.000 19.000

Finishing  Galvanised Galvanised Galvanised Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Galvanised  Galvanised Galvanised

Dimensions* cm 615x270x340 615x270x360 800x300x330 663x298x354 663x298x380 733x280x334 733x280x344 778x280x344 778x280x354 778x280x364 835x280x382 918x290x364 995x280x382 615x270x340 615x270x360 800x300x372

Tank diameter  cm 180 200 190 190 210 190 200 200 210 220 230 220 230 180 200 210

Track width  cm 190 190 225 190-350 190-350 205 205 215 215 215 220 215 220 190 190 225

Wheel base  cm - - 194 - - 205 205 218 218 218 160 205 160 - - 194

PTO speed  t/min 540 540 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 540 540 540

Integrated   
chassis  Yes Yes Yes - - - - - - - - - - Yes Yes Yes

Tyres   800/60 R32 800/60 R32 750/60 R30,5 1050/50 R32 1050/50 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 24x20.5 XS 750/60 R30,5 24x20.5 XS 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 750/60 R30,5

Type axle   Single axle Single axle Tandem Single axle Single axle Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t 3-axle 40t 3-axle 40t 4-axle 48t Single axle Single axle  Tandem

Vario-Track axle  - - - Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional - - - - - -
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Robusta tanks

Schuitemaker pump tank wagons are manufactured under the name of 
Robusta. These slurry tanks are fitted with all necessary parts and developed 
for the professional contractor. The tanks have a very solid construction in 
preparation of add-ons in the form of various types of injectors. The use of 
wheel housings keeps the centre of gravity in a low position to realise an 
optimal weight ratio. Minimum ground pressure is realised through the use 
of wide tyres of a large diameter.

All tanks are hot-dip galvanised and, depending on the model, spray-painted 
in the colour required. This contributes to a long service life of the tanks.  
A more stable construction is achieved by mounting the tank onto a self-
supporting undercarriage. The Robusta tank wagons come in three versions. 
A version with manuring as the main objective, a version specifically aimed 
at transport, and a version that combines the tasks of manuring and transport. 
The tank wagons are available in various models and with and various 
optional extras.

Rotary piston pump

Hydraulic pump drive mechanism
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6Rotary piston pump

All Robusta tank wagons are standard fitted with a Börger rotary piston pump. This pump helps to fill the tank (with all 
kinds of liquid manure) and spread the manure in the best possible and most accurate manner. The tank wagon can also 
be fitted with a turbo filler in the suction arm. This will substantially increase the capacity. From the control box (inside 
the cabin) the cutting filter can be opened hydraulically. A real time saver, not having to get on and off all the time. 
The cutting filter has also a cleaning comb and an ejector to easily remove any contaminants; this will extend the service 
life of the pump.

Amount of slurry and control box

All Robusta tank wagons are standard fitted with an 8-position reduction gear unit. The 
dosage of manure is controlled via the gear unit. The amount of slurry applied depends on 
the speed. Schuitemaker offer an alternative pump drive that works independently from 
the speed: a hydrostatic pump drive mechanism. The system has its own closed oil system 
to make the most of the slurry pump. The controls of this hydrostatic pump drive mechanism 
is by way of the Schuitemaker Profi 120 electric-hydraulic operation. This measuring and 
control system is integrated in the control box. This combination contributes to the accurate 
distribution of slurry. All functions on the tank are running via a manifold block, which is 
Load Sensing (LS) ready. Operating the Profi 120 is easy and simple.

Hydraulic pump drive mechanism
Profi 120



Hydraulic drawbar suspension

For optimal driving comfort, the Schuitemaker Robusta tanks (all but the 
Robusta 100, 120 and 130 model) are fitted with a hydraulically sprung 
drawbar. The sprung drawbar in combination with the top pressure 
cylinder gives optimal driving comfort, both on public roads and on 
the land. Together, they produce perfect weight transmission to the 
tractor under any circumstances. Robusta tanks come standard with a 
slim drawbar for a small turning circle. Drawbars are fitted with either a 
towing eye or ball head. 

Robusta with sliding axle and wheel drive

Schuitemaker have used the patented variable track width system on 
their single-axle pump tank wagons from as early as 1996. Variable 
track width offers a unique opportunity for widening the track. This 
principle prevents the wheels of the tank from running in the wheel track 
of the tractor. This system leaves the soil structure intact. The wheels 
are hydraulically pushed outward on both sides of the tank using the 
parallelogram scissor principle; they are extended by 80 cm on either 
side. 

As well as the variable track width, Schuitemaker also carry the patented 
sliding axle system, available for the tandem pump tank wagons, which 
pushes the wheels 65 cm outward on either side. To continue work under 
wet and difficult circumstances, the sliding axle can be fitted with a 
hydraulic wheel drive (optional). This will drive the wheels hydraulically 
to ease the way the tank is towed across the land. This unique combination 
allows the spreading of manure also on weaker soil structures using the 
maximum tank size and leaving minimum wheel marks. 
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Gauge glass and float

All Robusta tanks are fitted with a gauge glass at the front. The 
tank has also a float with an optional electric turn-off, which is 
triggered once the tank is full. In addition, the Robusta tanks 
are protected with an overflow.

Suction arms

Most of the Robusta tanks come standard with an 8” suction 
arm. Depending on the tank model, this is a 8” vertical suction 
arm or an 8” suction boom with drip tray. Such units may be 
replaced with a high or low docking arm. The vertical suction 
arm and the suction boom may be fitted with an 8” turbo filler 
(optional). An optional return line may be fitted for discharging 
while using the suction arm. In addition, all tanks have manual 
6” side connections. 
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Gauge glass and float

Vertical suction arm

Suction boom

Docking arm



Undercarriages

The tandem Robusta 155 comes standard with a bogie suspension tandem. All other 
tandem and three-axle Robusta tanks have a hydraulically sprung undercarriage. 
This guarantees stability and driving comfort, on the land as well as on the public 
road. The hydraulically sprung tanks come standard with a hydraulic lift shaft and 
hydraulic brakes. Alternatively, an air brake model with a load-depending brake-
pressure regulator is optional.

Tyre air pressure change system

Tyres of the Robusta tanks can be fitted with an optional air pressure change system. 
This allows for a lower pressure per cm² setting. Advantages include saving on fuel 
and leaving the soil structure intact. Working with an air pressure change system is 
better for the crops, since the air pressure inside the tyres is always correct. 
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Bore hole through the wheel hub

Compressor Tyre air 
pressure change system



Tyres

The Robusta 130 Vario has 1050/50 R32 tyres. The 2 and 3-axle tanks have 
wheel housings and are therefore suitable for a maximum tyre size. 

3-point power lift 

For many of their tanks, Schuitemaker use a heavy, universal 3-point power 
lift. The 3-point power lift is mounted to the undercarriage to avoid any 
pulling on the body of the tank during manuring.  Operating the power lift 
is very simple from the control box. Operation on the rear near the lift is 
optional; this facilitates the job of coupling and uncoupling the injectors. It 
allows the switching from pressurised to depressurised during the process 
of manuring. It also allows adjustment of the pressure during manuring. The 
Robusta power lift also comes standard with reversible/negative coulter 
pressure to lift the injector, even during the process of slurry spreading.

11
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Heavy 3-point power lift

Tyres Vario



Type Robusta  100 120 155 130 160

Type of tank   Pump Pump  Pump Pump Pump

Capacity, ca.     liter 10.000 12.000 15.500 13.000 16.000

Finishing  Galvanised Galvanised Galvanised Painted Painted

Dimensions* cm 615x270x340 615x270x360 800x300x330 663x298x354 663x298x380

Tank diameter  cm 180 200 190 190 210

Track width  cm 190 190 225 190-350 190-350

Wheel base  cm - - 194 - -

PTO speed  t/min 540 540 1.000 1.000 1.000

Integrated   
chassis  Yes Yes Yes - -

Tyres   800/60 R32 800/60 R32 750/60 R30,5 1050/50 R32 1050/50 R32

Type axle   Single axle Single axle Tandem Single axle Single axle

Vario-Track axle  - - - Optional Optional

Weighing and sampling

All multi-axle tanks, except the Robusta 155, are ready for calibrated 
weighing and sampling. This may also be purchased and installed at 
a later stage. Another advantage: these tanks can be used for 
spreading manure as well as for transport purposes.

12
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145 165 185 205 225 260 275 340 

Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump Pump

14.330 15.990 18.560 20.500 22.750 26.000 27.470 34.000 

Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted Painted

733x280x334 733x280x344 778x280x344 778x280x354 778x280x364 835x280x382 918x290x364 995x280x382

190 200 200 210 220 230 220 230

205 205 215 215 215 220 215 220

205 205 218 218 218 160 205 160

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

- - - - - - - -

800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 800/60 R32 24x20.5 XS 750/60 R30,5 24x20.5 XS

Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t Tandem 30t 3-axle 40t 3-axle 40t 4-axle 48t

Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional - - -

Features of the Robusta

-  Capacity 10 to 37 m³
-  Tank is galvanised (apart from the 37 m³ 4-axle model; inside coated)
-  Tank with or without wheel housings
-  Börger displacement pump / rotary suction pump
-  Option for a hydraulic pump drive to spread the manure even more accurately
-  Heavy-duty 3-point power lift
-  Various models of suction arms and turbo fillers
-  Large cutting filter, opens hydraulically
-  Unloading via the suction arm
-  Electric-hydraulic operation, control terminal with 
 (touch screen / colour screen)
-  Larger tanks available with sampling and weighing unit
-  Oscillating tandem, bogie or hydraulic suspension
-  Available with sliding axle on the tandem tanks and variable track 
 width on the single-axle tanks
-  Sliding axle also available with wheel drive option
-  Variable tyre pressure system
-  Automatic lubrication
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PERFEKTA
The Perfekta vacuum slurry tanker

Schuitemaker vacuum tank wagons are 
manufactured under the name of Perfekta. 
These wagons can also be used for 
transporting and spreading slurry. Vacuum 
pumps are used to draw a vacuum and make 
the tank fill itself. The pump will create a 
positive pressure to empty the tank. This will 
push the manure out of the tank, of course. 
The Perfekta excels in its simplicity and 
durability. These wagons are fully galvanised.
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Type Perfekta  100 120 190
Type of tank   Vacuum  Vacuum  Vacuum 
Capacity, ca.  liter 10.000 12.000 19.000
Finishing  Galvanised Galvanised Galvanised
Dimensions (lxwxh) cm 615x270x340 615x270x360 800x300x372
Tank diameter  cm 180 200 210
Track width  cm 190 190 225
Wheel base  cm - - 194
PTO speed t/min  540 540 540
Integrated chassis  Yes Yes Yes
Tyres   800/60 R32 800/60 R32 750/60 R30,5
Type axle   Single axle Single axle  Tandem

Features of the Perfekta:

-  Capacity 10 to 25m³
-  Galvanised tank
-  Tank fitted with wheel housings
-  Various vacuum pump options
-  Mounting option for 3-point power lift
-  Various suction arm models
-  Turbo filler in suction arm or on tank
-  Electric-hydraulic operation possible.
- Tandem with bogie suspension
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SMS & CALYPSO
The SMS and Calypso are universal broadcaster spreaders for spreading 
farmyard manure, compost, lime and garden waste, among other things. The 
SMS comes with horizontal distribution rollers.

The Calypso comes with vertical distribution rollers. The sophisticated beater 
construction allows this version’s broadcast spreading method with yet a fine 
and even distribution. The manure scraper, placed in front of the rollers, can 
be used as a dispensing unit for fine materials.
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Standard features SMS 50/7070
-  Drawbar with lower and upper linkage and 
 fixed drawbar eye (SMS 50)
-  Swivel drawbar with lower linkage (SMS 70)
-  Support wheel
-  Coupling shaft with slip coupling
-  Hydraulically operated from the tractor
-  All-steel body with galvanised panels
-  Hydraulically driven 2-string chain with return (SMS 50)
-  Hydraulically driven 4-string chain with return (SMS 70)
-  Continuously adjustable speed control deck chain
-  Mechanical deck chain tensioner
-  Two aggressive horizontal beaters
-  Tailgate 40cm, unhinged
-  Unbraked single axle with 13.0/75-16 10pr tyres (SMS 50)
-  Unbraked single axle with 16.0/70-20 12pr tyres (SMS 70) 
-  Lighting

Type  SMS 50 SMS 70
Loading capacity kg 5000 7000
Dimensions  (lxwxh) cm 564x210x213 614x230x214
Body dimensions  (lxwxh) cm 400x180x80 440x200x80
No. of distribution rollers  2 2
Type axle  Single axle Single axle
Bottom plate  Wood Steel
Track width  mm 1650 1700
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Deck chains
The extra heavy-duty deck chains are hydraulically driven and have been fitted with either two (SMS) or four (Calypso) strings 
with a return option. Set the speed using the continuously adjustable speed control. Tighten the deck chain using the mechanical 
deck chain tensioner.  The deck chain tensioner guarantees a long service life in case of intensive use.



Calypso universal broadcast spreader

Standard features of Calypso 80/110E

-  Swivel drawbar with lower linkage
-  Hydraulic support leg
-  Coupling shaft with slip coupling
-  Robust undercarriage
-  Detachable wire panel, 80 cm high
-  All-steel body with reinforced side panels
 -  Painted underframe and galvanised side panels
-  Extra sturdy top edge from box profile
-  Hydraulically driven heavy-duty 4-string deck 
 chain with return
-  Continuously adjustable speed control deck chain
-  Mechanical deck chain tensioner
-  Two vertical aggressive distribution rollers
-  Calypso 80 hydraulic brake, single-axle, with 
 Vredestein 550/60-22.5 12pr Flotation tyres, 10-hole
-  Calypso 110E hydraulic brake, single-axle, with 
 Alliance 700/50-22.5 12pr (328) Flotation tyres, 10-hole
-  Lighting
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Type  Calypso 80 Calypso 110E
Loading capacity kg 8.000 11.000
Dimensions (lxwxh) cm 641x231x322 674x231x322
Body dimensions (lxwxh) cm 375x200x105 435x200x105
No. of distribution rollers  2 2
Type axle  Single axle 10t Single axle 15t
Bottom plate  Steel Steel
Track width mm 1800 1800
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Type  Calypso 110T Calypso 180
Loading capacity kg 11.000 18.000
Dimensions (lxwxh) cm 641x231x330 862x270x356
Body dimensions (lxwxh) cm 435x200x105 575x220x110
No. of distribution rollers  2 2
Type axle  Tandem 18t Tandem 24t
Bottom plate  Steel Steel
Track width mm 1710 2100

Standard features Calypso 110T/180 

-  Swivel drawbar with lower linkage
-  Hydraulic support leg
-  Coupling shaft with slip coupling
-  Detachable wire panel, 80 cm high
-  All-steel body with reinforced side panels
-  Robust undercarriage
-  Painted underframe and galvanised side panels
-  Extra sturdy top edge from box profile
-  Hydraulically driven heavy-duty 4-string deck chain with return
-  Continuously adjustable speed control deck chain
-  Mechanical deck chain tensioner
-  Two vertical aggressive distribution rollers
-  Hydraulically sprung oscillating tandem (110T: 8-hole and 180: 10-hole)
-  Vredestein 550/60-22.5 12pr Flotation tyres
-  Lighting



PARTNERS FOR LIFE.
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